Partner Digital Toolkit

Twitter handles to follow and interact with

Instagram handles to follow and interact with

● @TaranaBurke
● @MeTooMVMT
● @FGossGraves
● @nwlc
● @MonicaRamirezOH
● @mujerxsrising
● @aijenpoo
● @DomesticWorkers

● @activistmonicaramirez
● @aijenp
● @fatimagossgraves
● @taranajaneen
● @domesticworkers
● @metoomvmt
● @mujerxsrising
● @nationalwomenslawcenter

https://survivorsagenda.org/
Link to digital assets here!
Survivors’ Agenda One pager
Facebook/Instagram
As the movement to end anti-black racism builds, we show up at this moment as a multi-racial,
survivor-led collective poised to amplify the ways in which the movements to end sexual
violence and racial violence are reliant upon one another. Survivors know how to transform
systems and create a culture of accountability. We are co-creating an agenda that will seed the
changes we need.
The Survivors’ Agenda will crowdsource the issues, policies, and support that survivors are
calling for as a united front. The agenda will be representative of our collective needs and
interests and created to be used as a tool to demand that our elected officials and local
policymakers show up for survivors in ways they never have before.
Lend your voice and fill out the survey at http://survivorsagenda.org/. #SurvivorsAgenda

Partner Digital Toolkit
Twitter
●

The Survivors’ Agenda is now open for submissions! Please go to survivorsagenda.org
and lend your voice and build power with us. https://bit.ly/SurvivorsAgenda

●

The first-ever crowdsourced agenda is now live! Together, we will crowdsource the
issues, policies, and support that survivors are calling for. https://bit.ly/SurvivorsAgenda
#SurvivorsAgenda

●

The #SurvivorsAgenda is a survivor-led initiative to create change and build power for
across movements. Build power with us and lend your voice at
https://survivorsagenda.org/

●

The Survivors’ Agenda will crowdsource the issues, policies, and resources that
survivors are calling for. We are coming together to build a #survivorsagenda. We invite
you into this process with us. https://survivorsagenda.org/

●

As a survivor community at this moment, we are imagining what a world free of violence
looks like. Learn more about how we want to co-create that world as a community
through the #survivorsagenda. Fill out the survey here: https://survivorsagenda.org/

●

Planning to host a conversation about sexual violence in your community? Using our
Kitchen Table Conversations toolkit helps start that conversation and create a safe
space to share those stories. Check it out here: https://bit.ly/KTCtoolkit

●

Police/System Reform:
○ As thousands of Black Americans demand justice & reparations, it again reveals
how this country was built on racist, oppressive systems. Join the
#SurvivorsAgenda as we seek to reverse the status quo & bring power to
survivors and POC across the country: survivorsagenda.org
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Suggested E-blast Copy
Subject:

●
●
●

Lend your voice to the Survivors’ Agenda.
What’s your agenda?
Help us shape this agenda.

From:

The Survivors’ Agenda

Publish Date:

Tuesday, June 30th

Dear [[Friend]],
Last Thursday, we officially launched The Survivors’ Agenda, the first-ever crowdsourced
agenda that will build power for survivors and shift the conversation around sexual violence. We
had an incredible turnout and received some really beautiful feedback. To date, the call has
been viewed over 10k times! If you missed it, read the full transcript here and w
 atch the full
video here.
This defining moment is pushing people to take a critical look at the impact of white supremacy
on their lives and communities, calling for the defunding of the police, and calling for resources
to be directed to community-driven solutions for public safety and wellbeing. The Survivors’
Agenda aims to ensure survivors are informing, leading, and deeply recognized at this moment.
But we need your voice to help us shape this agenda! Take the survey here.
We are showing up in this moment as a multi-racial, survivor-led collective poised to amplify the
ways in which the movements to end sexual violence and racial violence are reliant upon one
another. Survivors know how to transform systems and create a culture of accountability.
If you are planning to host a conversation soon with your community, use our Kitchen Table
Conversations toolkit to help start that conversation and instructions on how to report back on
those conversations to inform the creation of the Survivors’ Agenda. These conversations are
one of many ways that survivors’ voices will inform the Survivors’ Agenda.
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Over the next few weeks, we’ll be hosting events and inviting you into this process with us. Stay
tuned for more updates coming soon! We look forward to working with you.
In Solidarity,
[Your organization]

